Beta Prepreg

Composite tooling prepreg manufactured by AIRTECH using Henkel Loctite® Benzoxazine resin technology

Benefits

• Exceptionally long out-life & excellent tack
  Allows a minimum of 6 months storage at room temperature while maintaining superior tack level.

• Outstanding toughness and Tg
  Tough, high Tg (484°F / 251°C) Benzoxazine resin ensures stability at high temperature and a long tool service life.

• Excellent post machining quality
  Allows machining of complex geometry & accurate details.

Watch an exciting video about our Beta Prepreg!

www.airtechonline.com
About the Cover
Bonding adhesive joints with respect to composites, requires very exacting "surface preparation" to assure adequate structural bonds. BTG Labs developed "The Surface Analyst" instrumentation that performs the basic "water-drop test." The instrument deposits a drop of water on the laminate surface as shown and then measures the contact angle within 2 seconds non-destructively to assess "preparation adequacy" quickly.
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Experimental and Numerical Study of Hybrid Steel-to-Fiber Reinforced Polymer Joints Under Tensile Loading

Abstract

Hybrid metal-to-fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) joints are being used more commonly for load bearing applications. However, these hybrid joints usually entail geometry and material discontinuities which can induce stiffness mismatch and cause local stress concentrations. The shock impedance mismatch caused by the different wave propagation characteristics can also be crucial to the structural response of the hybrid joints under impulsive loads due to sources such as an air blast or underwater explosion (UNDEX). Recent research at Imperial College London (ICL) and the U.S. Naval Academy (USNA) has focused on characterizing the behaviour and ultimate load capacity of metal-to-composite hybrid joints with different configurations under various loading conditions. This paper presents results from tensile strength testing of steel-to-vinyl ester GRP double lap joints, comparing pseudo-static strength with dynamic strength and comparing joints that exploit perforated steel plates with those manufactured with non-perforated steel plates. An intentional manufacturing flaw also was incorporated into half of the joints, both perforated and non-perforated joints, in order to assess the effect of this flaw type on joint strength. These experimental results are compared to Finite Element Analysis (FEA) results for both perforated and non-perforated joints.

T. Löbel, D. Holzhüter, C. Hühne
German Aerospace Center (DLR), Braunschweig, Germany

Disbond-Stopping Concepts for Bonded Composite Joints

Abstract

Bonded composite joints have many advantages in comparison to conventional fasteners. However, adhesive bonding of primary aircraft structures is still a certification issue. One promising way to achieve airworthiness for bonded composite joints in accordance with the authority requirements is the establishment of disbond-constraining design features. Consequently, two novel design features are developed. On the one hand, the hybrid bondline is introduced as a combination of adhesive bonding and local thermoplastic welding. On the other hand, an array of small diameter pin elements is used as out of plane reinforcements. Enhanced manufacturing concepts are developed for both features. Their mechanical performance is evaluated by means of static and fatigue tests. Both principles are proven successful since crack growth is fully stopped for both technologies in fatigue crack lap shear (CLS) tests under relevant loading conditions. Thus, it can be concluded that these technologies are a promising step towards certification of bonded composite joints.
Quality Controlled Induction Welding by Adapted Process Parameters

Abstract

In this paper the continuous induction welding of carbon textile reinforced thermoplastics is introduced and investigated regarding optimized process parameters and quality control. The resulting overall bonding quality of welded joints shows the capability to replace other mechanical joining methods like bolts. Therefore, the process has a high potential for the aerospace as well as the automotive industry. During induction welding, the heating of the material is generated by induced eddy currents and joule losses. Due to their electrical conductivity, carbon fiber reinforced thermoplastic composites can be inherently heated. To prevent delamination (void growth) of the laminate, the part surface is cooled by an air jet. To implement a quality controlled, automated welding process the surface temperature is monitored and a thermal simulation is used to calculate the temperature in the joining area. The thermal simulation model is explained and process diagrams are calculated. These process diagrams can easily be changed by a user interface. For different welding speeds, optimum coil settings are found to gain bonding strength at autoclave quality with high welding speed and reproducibility. Overlap specimens were produced and tested to verify the simulated optimum parameters and to show the capability of the quality control concept.

Subscribe or become a member to access the full issue of the SAMPE Journal, which includes the full technical articles. https://sampe.site-ym.com/page/sampejournalsub
When you partner with Composites One, you'll work with a dedicated team of PEOPLE, from Advanced Composites sales specialists and technical market managers who understand the challenges you face, to regional customer service reps and local support teams at over 35 North American distribution centers, including those with onsite prepreg freezer storage. You'll gain access to the industry’s broadest range of high performance PRODUCTS, learn about innovative PROCESSES that can help your business grow, and get the PERFORMANCE you should expect from the nation’s leading advanced composites distributor.

That’s the power of Partnership. The Power of One – Composites One.

Find out more at Compositesone.com/prepregfreezer.
Northern Composites
Complete Vacuum Bagging Consumables Line
Technical Sales and Service for:

- LOCTITE® FREKOTE®: Mold Release Products
- LOCTITE®: Film and Paste Adhesives, Resins
- BONDERITE®: Surface Treatment Systems
- Peel Ply and Release Fabrics
- Woven Reinforcements
- Epoxy and urethane tooling resins and component systems.

www.northerncomposites.com

Hampton NH | 603.926.1910
AS9120A | AS9100C
Greensboro NC | 336.373.5933
ISO 9001: 2008
COLLABORATION FOR THE FUTURE OF AEROSPACE

AeroDef Manufacturing 2017 is the launch pad for mission-critical technologies, strategies and industry connections.

Join top-level aerospace and defense managers, executives and business owners who will gather at AeroDef to find solutions for accelerating delivery, increasing affordability and driving innovations throughout the manufacturing supply chain.

The connections you form here could help your business take off in ways you never imagined.

Attend. Exhibit. Sponsor.

Shimadzu’s AG-X plus series testers deliver high-level control, intuitive operation, and convenient support functions. Consisting of seven standard floor/tabletop models, plus options for extended height, wide frame, and ultrahigh-speed configurations, they are the primary choice for demanding testing applications.

Key features include:

- Enhanced torsional rigidity
- High-speed (5 kHz) data capture sampling rate
- Test force accuracy guaranteed within ±0.5% from 1/1 to 1/1000 of the load cell capacity
- Smart Controller for easy operation and data confirmation
- Powerful, intuitive software

Learn more. Call (800) 477-1227 or visit www.ssi.shimadzu.com/AGX
Shimadzu Scientific Instruments
7102 Riverwood Dr., Columbia, MD 21046
Unique Polyamide

- High Modulus and Strength
- Easy Molding
- Water Resistance
- Good Surface Appearance

MITSUBISHI GAS CHEMICAL AMERICA
www.mgc-a.com
composite@mgc-a.com

DOING BUSINESS SINCE 1981
With over 4,000 hot bonders delivered to over 800 customers, over 3,000 are still in service.

Dual Zone HCS9200B Rev-16
The Acknowledged Industry Standard

For over 30 years, HEATCON Composite Systems has been at the forefront in supporting advanced composite repair and manufacturing. We achieve thermal uniformity through Heat and Control.

To find out more visit www.heatcon.com or email info@heatcon.com

Contact Heatcon for hot bonders, heat blankets, and materials
Authorized Distributor for 3M and Hexcel

480 Andover Park East Seattle, WA 98188 | P: 206.575.1333 | F: 206.575.0856
info@heatcon.com | www.heatcon.com
Dr. Daniel Adams, Vice-President stands behind the fixtures he developed... and every fixture we sell.

V-Notched Rail Shear Fixture No. WTF-NR
ASTM D 7078

Combined Loading Shear Fixture No. WTF-NR-(CLS)

Dr. Donald F. Adams
President
50 years of Composite Testing Experience
email: wtf@wyomingtestfixtures.com
www.wyomingtestfixtures.com
Over 50 years Advanced Composites & FRP Composites experience

Expert Witness, Litigation, Insurance and Patent Review Support:
- Composite materials and processing technologies
- Advanced composites and FRP composites
- Failure investigation and process deficiencies
- Pressure vessels, pipe and fittings, tanks
- Sports/recreational products (bikes, arrows, etc.)
- Composites product liability failures

Manufacturing, Processing, Design, Analysis Support:
- Consulting and fabrication support services
- Plant definition, equipment assessment and plant setup
- Filament winding and fiber placement technologies
- Resin infusion technologies (RTM, VARTM, RFI, & variations)
- Hand lay-up, vacuum bagging and contact molding
- Tooling design support and prototyping
- CNG, NGV, LPG, SCBA and other pressure vessels
- Underground/above ground tanks, pipes, fittings
- Infrastructure and sports & recreation products
- Damage assessment, protection and failure investigation

Over 550 technical publications, presentations and reports

Training Services:
- In-plant courses, tutorials, seminars, workshops, training manuals, and plant documents

BTG Composites Inc.
Dr. Scott W. Beckwith
4956 S. Jordan Canal Road, Taylorsville, UT 84129
Phone: +1 801-262-8307 Mobile: +1 801-232-5407
www.BTG-Composites.com Email: swbeckwith@aol.com

SAMPE Offers More Global Opportunities!

Website
With over 6,000 monthly visitors you are sure to reach your target audience.

E-News
Reach out to 30,000+ people by advertising in the SAMPE monthly E-Newsletter.
- PRIMARY SPONSOR $1000.00 = 2 CONSECUTIVE ISSUES
  Place your company logo, photo, url and up to a 100 word description of your company and product.
- ADDITIONAL SPONSOR $500.00 = 2 CONSECUTIVE ISSUES
  Logo/URL

SAMPE Seattle 2017-Final Program
With over 4,000+ attendees your advertisement is sure to generate new leads.
- Ad prices range from $200.00 to $1500.00.

Corporate Partner Program
Since its inception, the SAMPE Corporate Partner Program supports educational programs and competitions that provide additional opportunities and value to our students that would not otherwise be available through traditional funding by the society.
- Sponsorships range from $1,500.00 to $20,000.00.

Contact: Patty Hunt
- sampeads@aol.com
- +1 801-657-6571
- www.sampe.org
"Advanced" Composite Solutions... Delivered Daily.

Our large inventory and short lead times on Prepregs make us the choice supplier to the Composites Industry.

We specialize in small quantity prepreg orders.

Contact us today to discuss your particular application.

---

Matec Instrument Companies

Ultrasonic C-Scan Inspection Systems for your High Performance Materials

Complete Ultrasonic Integration

- Immersion tanks
- System upgrades
- Gantries

56 Hudson Street, Northborough, MA 01532
508-351-3423
www.matac.com Email: sales@matac.com
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**David L. Young**
ADHESIVE PREPPREGS FOR COMPOSITE MANUFACTURERS
P.O. Box 264 1366 Norwich Rd.
Plainfield, CT. 06374
PH. 860-564-7817, FAX 860-564-1535
dyoung@prepregs.com
www.prepregs.com

**Bally Ribbon Mills**
Woven and braided 2D and 3D structures, complex shapes, contour and polar structures and multi-dimensional engineered materials.

Contact: Leon Bryn
Phone: 610-845-2211 ext. 3053 Fax: 610-845-8013
www.ballyribbon.com
E-Mail: LeonBryn@ballyribbon.com

Bally Ribbon Mills
28 N. 7th Street Bally, PA 19503 U.S.A.
ISO-9001 & AS-9100

**Coast-Line International**
Your One Stop Tech Shop
Woven Cloth & Prepreg, Film Adhesives, Sealants, Core Splice, Potting Compound, Hot Bonders, Vacuum Bag & Release Film, Breather, Tooling Materials, Connections, Vacuum Pumps, Infusion Resins, Core Material, Specialty Tapes, Penetrants, Clean Room Consumables
Stocking Locations in NY, GA, MA with Same Day Shipping
Ph: 631-226-0500 - Fax: 631-226-5190
e-mail@coast-lineintl.com - www.coast-lineintl.com

**Concordia Commingled Fibers**
Blended Continuous Filament Thermoplastic and Reinforcement Fibers for Composites
Markets Served
Aerospace, Automotive, Oil/Gas, Sporting Goods
Contact Randy Spencer at 401-828-1100 ext 111 or rspencer@concordiafibers.com
www.concordiafibers.com

**COMPOSITE & WIRE MACHINERY, INC.**
NEW & REBUILT BRAIDING MACHINE SPECIALISTS
25 Years Experience with N.E. Butt/Wardwell
Jack Dennehy - President
490 Old Baptist Road, North Kingstown, RI 02852
PHONE (401) 884-4760 • FAX (401) 885-2499
duraﬁber™ technologies
TEXTILE REINFORCEMENT SOLUTIONS IN POLYESTER, NYLON, & SPECIALTY YARNS
SPECIALTY YARNS INCLUDING PEK, PPS, PBT, PEN, & P71 PET
(704) 912-3700 duraﬁbertech.com
Partnerships succeed that have a shared vision. Partnerships create new opportunities not available to any sole group.

SAMPE’s Corporate Partners help fund:
• Bridge Building Contests  • Faculty Advisor Meetings
• Student Chapter Grants   • Student Exchange Programs

Become a SAMPE Corporate Partner today!
Contact Patty Hunt: sampeads@aol.com
Shearography enables:

- Non-contact inspection
- Detection of damage, disbands, delaminations, voids and porosity
- Testing of parts, entire structures or vehicles

LTI offers Shearography NDT Training to ASNT SNT-TC-1A, NAS 410.
We deliver confidence

MATERIALS
- Certified
- Stocked
- AOG Service

APPLICATIONS
- Same Day Shipping
- Inventory Management
- Kitting & Slitting
- Automotive
- Marine
- Medical
- Pipe & Tank
- Sports & Leisure
- Aerospace

Your Authorized Connection to

1-888-535-1810
sales@pccomposites.com • PCComposites.com